
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.   Welcome and scene setting 

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting, in particular Danielle and Jenny from BUCS, and 

thanked Edinburgh College and Jonny for their hospitality.  

 

2.   Homologation 

Apologies for absence were received as noted above. 

Actions from the previous meeting were reviewed. The minutes of the meeting on the 16th February 

were adopted as an accurate record of the meeting. There were no matters arising, not otherwise on 

the agenda. 

 

3. Equality Focus 

This item is a standard agenda item that marries to a report tabled at every executive meeting. It is 

fundamental in linking with our strategy and values and the report will give a flavour of what we are 

working on under the equality umbrella.  

SSS staff have embedded equality across all their work internally, however we still need to harness 

this work across all the members. 
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Précis and action points from the Scottish Student Sport Executive Council 
meeting held on Friday 18th May 2018 at Boardroom, Sighthill Campus, Edinburgh College, 

EH11 4DE 
Meeting 10:00 – 15:00 

 

Present 

Pete Burgon (Chair) (PB) 

Cathy Gallagher (CG) 

Andre Reibig (SFC) (AR) 

Jamie Taylor  (JT) 

Emma Robson- via Skype (ER) 

Neil Brown   (NB) 

Danielle Shields (BUCS) (DS) 

Chris Purdie  (CP) 

Hannah Leslie– via Skype (HL) 

Paul McPate  (PM) 

Jen Wither  (JW) 

Jenny Morris (BUCS)  (JM) 

Jonny Pearson (JP) 

In attendance 

Stew Fowlie  (SF) 

Catharine Horn (CH) 

 

 

Apologies 

Sarah Birrell (sportscotland) 

Andre Reibig (SFC) 

Ross Simpson 

Isabella Heath 

Ciaran O’Brien 

Megan Richardson (now SSS) 



 

 

PM asked if we could have a standard set of questions relating to mental health that all institutions 

would adhere to. SF believes the Executive Council could steer this piece of work. 

 

 Rainbow laces 

Another successful campaign has been had this year and a lot of reporting on the project. The funding 

for this is non-recurring, however there are a lot of valuable takeaways, notably the impact and reach 

of such an important message, the number of trained up individuals and the strong links now forged 

with Stonewall. We do not think we will get funding next year, however CG commented that it would 

be shame to lose such a great project and wishes it to be embedded in the landscape. PB agrees that 

we shouldn’t simply move on, but continue to invest into this as it is not only important but also really 

resonates with students. JW gave the example at Heriot Watt whereby larger clubs have funded the 

laces for smaller clubs with smaller budgets. JT said they did something similar with the Taxis Cup in 

Glasgow. SF concludes that we need to have this conversation again early in 18/19 and see how and 

if people would be willing to fund this. 

 

 Scotland’s Mental Health Charter for Physical Activity and Sport 

This is a worthy reminder of another important project. We are keen to keep the momentum going 

with this and wonder if the Charter could help map out the various projects so they marry up and there 

isn’t duplication of work. There will be a session on this at the upcoming 2018 Conference.  

 

 HBHM 

 The awards will be awarded at the Conference Dinner and we are currently working on a plan for 

18/19.  

 

 Disability Sport 

This remains an important bit of work, however the poor weather over the spring has unfortunately 

meant that not much has happened.  

 

4. Business Update 

 COO Report 

 

i. Strong organisation  

Our GDPR preparation work is now almost complete, with a number of new policies written. Thanks 

to CH for all her hard work. PM asked how we would reach out to all our volunteers so as to educate 

them on GDPR, given our hub and spokes mode.  CH reassured the group that a training document 

would go to all volunteers alongside the Privacy Notice, so they know what to expect in their role as 

SSS volunteer.  

We are sad to announce that MC will be leaving us to take up a post teaching PE in Sweden, but we 

wish her well and recruitment is now underway to find a replacement. Recruitment – MC leaving. 

PB thanked CH for all her work in all areas, alongside GDPR. 

PB thanked the COO and the whole SSS team for their good work in ever busy times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ii. Development 

Work is continuing apace with the SGB partnerships, with agreements now signed with five sports- 

basketball, swimming, rugby, tennis and rowing. This brings the total to six, alongside the agreement 

with curling which was signed earlier in the year. These agreements need to be more visible and an 

awareness embedded across the sector. NB questioned the purpose of the agreements and how they 

are to work for both Scottish Student Sport and the SGB in question. CG explained that this 

conversation was started at the Management meeting on 1st May and SF confirmed that this piece of 

work will happen- perhaps via a landing page on the website. 

Club membership is up 3%. We feel there is still capacity for growth, not in every sport or institution 

of course as we recognise that some are at capacity, however there is room in places.   

Planning for the 2018 Conference is in full swing and we hope there will be something in the 

programme for everyone- we are all very much looking forward to it and release the final programme 

as soon as speakers are confirmed. 

The transition project is gathering pace ahead of 18/19.  

Member engagement remains at the forefront of what the Development Committee do and will flavour 

activity next year, with questions to be asked such as how we know what people want, how they are 

getting on and if they’re happy with the SSS offering.  

iii. Advocacy 

SF introduced the College Development Network partnership and our work together. 

We are on excellent terms with our funding partners, though we are still awaiting our sportscotland 

funds.  

Advocacy is happening all the time, in all of our interactions. We are always advocating the positive 

message of SSS. Further to our excellent day at our Planning Week, we are inclined to make everyone 

a part of the ‘SSS Army or Tribe’ and perhaps agree on key messages to take out each month to the 

network and beyond. 

Competitions 

We have so far held 140 events, with a handful to go, namely cricket. We are up on total entries, with 

approximately 10,000 throughout the year. This is encouraging and the result of a lot of hard work by 

the team. CCF was the best one yet- the overall delivery improves year on year. We wish to note the 

success of our Men’s Football squad vs the English students, a great victory for our national squad 

programme. 

College National Finals was a keenly contested landslide with Edinburgh College winning all but one 

of the finals. 

We have had a testing year in terms of discipline and grievances- we have had a sailing investigation 

and a few behavioural issues and personality clashes- we get the slight feeling that it’s not getting 

easier to keep everyone happy. Jenny from BUCS said the feeling is echoed at BUCS and this was 

brought up in a recent meeting she attended in Yorkshire.   

SF said that challenges are good as they keep us on our toes and are making us work through our 

emergency procedures. 

We are looking to do a national squad refresh, looking into the various sports and which are feasible 

and viable to have a national squad in. We would of course like to continue in all sports and have as 

much sport happening, however we need to be careful what we say yes to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CP asked if the Home Nations would happen in 18/19 and SF replied that nothing has been decided 

as yet and BUCS said they’re unsure if financial support will be available.  

SF said we need to be more forensic with our delivery in Scotland, being mindful of what our members 

want. It is OK to be different to BUCS. SF and VM feel that we should explore the BUCS SSS 

relationship and they will have a conservation surrounding this. 

 

Audit and Risk Update 

The Audit and Risk minutes from the previous meeting were received and accepted by all.  

 

Finance Matters 

 End April Figures 

SF presented the figures relating to the end of April 2018; the headlines being that we are in good 

shape, though we will unfortunately be down on memberships at year end- this serves as a good 

reminder that even where an institution has been engaged for a number of years, they could still drop 

off.  

£20K will be taken forward to 18/19 from the SFC funds for 17/18 for projects that remain in the early 

stages and therefore haven’t yet required funds. 

We are underspent in staff costs due to gaps, grade points and pension decisions that staff have 

made. 

PM asked how the national squad budgets are made up as it feels like the whole programme is paid 

for by the selected athletes and not those who make up the whole annual programme which makes 

him uneasy (for example a number of athletes will trial but not get selected and as invoicing happens 

at the end of the year, split amongst the playing squad, they will not have to contribute at all). Who 

should pick up the costs of trials- SSS or the athletes? PM notes a concern with how the national 

squads are funded currently. PB suggests the Comps Committee takes this conversation forward to 

their next meeting.  

 Preliminary Budget 18/19 

SF presents a first top line draft of 18/19. We need to nudge forward with member institutions. Salaries 

assume full cost. Challenge is to run well and not dive in to contingencies. PB said that to him the 

question is what is the priority for SSS- what are the priority areas of business? CG said the team 

have put in a lot of hard work in Planning Week- getting sight of the identified priorities would be great 

to inform the committees. PM said it was such a shame that Ayrshire have dropped off, but SF 

explained that they seem to have less time. Good reminder from PB that advocacy is every day. 

Budget is a place holder. PB said good sign of progress and well done everyone as picture looks 

pretty green in terms of memberships. SF feels that JP could assist him with how to better engage 

the colleges. Debtors are at a safe level, a lot are NS invoices, some have now come in. Looking at 

core costs tab now- SF explained what makes up core costs and if people are happy with 40%. The 

‘Special Projects’ pot is a bit more complicated as it contains lots of monies from different sources- 

including regional costs, sports costs. 

 

 Discussion – Special Projects Funding  

SF asked what we should do with the special projects money- are the members happy for institutions 

to bid for an amount for a specific project they wish to run, or would they rather that we kept these 

funds given the current funding climate and the uncertainty moving forward? CP also likes the idea of 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

the SSS staff being able to pitch ideas also. NB asked how broad the criteria for this funding would 

be and the validity of the Exec to make the decision on the projects. PB senses agreement in principal 

and asks for Exec or Management to take the idea forward. The group also asked if the projects could 

extend to a whole region- if a whole region was buying in, it would carry more weight, and this would 

certainly benefit regions with fewer full time staff members.  

 

5. Network Updates 

 Competitions 

As RS was absent from the meeting, PB presented the notes.  

The question arose whether we want to set a limitation on non-members, with perhaps competition 

entry fees for members and non-members and caps on entries from non-member institutions. Please 

see the meeting minutes on Basecamp for further information. 

 

 Member Services/ Development Group 

Apologies from CG for not uploading the notes onto Basecamp. 

The key item from the recent MS meeting is member engagement- what do they want us to be doing 

and how do we monitor this? How do we communicate out to members, giving them the salient 

headlines?  

The volunteer award needs to be refreshed.   

The committee will stick with the concept and philosophy around the Zoom sessions, to share best 

practise and engage throughout the year.  

The group lost a bit of momentum in the middle of year but are now back up to full speed.  

PB thanked the group and CG for their work, for being innovative and always striving to move forward.  

 

 

 Regional groups 

i. Tayside and Fife 

PM presented the paper from the recent Tayside & Fife meeting.  

They have been working hard on ladders, though there is still a lot to do to get more sport happening 

across the region.  

ii. Highlands and Islands 

ER presented the notes from the recent North meeting.  

The HISA Sports Day was a great success. They have worked very hard on their sports strategy 

throughout the year and are starting to gain some real momentum. PM commended ER for her hard 

work, notably in the huge increase in clubs and societies on offer in the North.   

iii. West 

JT presented the notes from the recent West meeting.  

MR is settling in well, meeting with different institutions and formulating plans with them moving 

forward. JT loves the ladders! These are working well, with a number in full swing! JT mentioned 

GDPR and some of the uncertainties surrounding the new laws. CH reassured him that so long as 

they remained transparent, never sharing any details without asking for consent and providing a 

specific and detailed Privacy Notice, all would be well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Chair thanked the group for their continued hard work. 

iv. South East 

CP presented the notes from the recent East meeting.   

College representation remains a challenge with students at these institutions often unable to attend 

fixtures due to lectures or industry commitments.  

CP thanked EM for all her hard work in the region. 

Thanks from PB to CP and the group. 

v. Grampian 

HL presented the notes from the recent Grampian meeting. They have had difficulties engaging the 

colleges, but MC has done some great work in bridging the gap. The group have agreed to have 

Rainbow Laces and HBHM as standing items on the agenda.   

 Elected Students 

MR obviously no longer attending Executive Council as she is now a SSS staff member, so JW gave 

an update from the Elected Students. Everyone was delighted with how well the Rainbow Laces 

campaign went in particular. The next meeting is due to be held the following week.  

PB thanked all the staff and volunteers, in particular the outgoing committee members for all their 

hard work.  

 

6. Partner Updates 

 SFC 

No update tabled at this meeting, though continuous dialogue in place between SF and AR. PB 

thanked AR for his support throughout this academic year. 

 

 sportscotland 

No update tabled at this meeting, though continuous dialogue in place between SF and SB (+ others). 

PB thanked SB for her support throughout this academic year. 

 

 BUCS 

DS, the BUCS Regional Development Officer for the North, presented the pre-circulated BUCS 

update, which prompted round table discussion on a number of distinct areas including joint planning 

for 18-19, progress of the various BUCS strategy groups, preparations for the BUCS conference, and 

staffing changes. The group welcomed the fulsome report and DS’ willingness to respond – or source 

responses – on all matters arising. 

 

7. Exec Projects 1718 

 Governance Review 

i. Preparing for the AGM 

SF presented the various documents, including the revised constitution. 

The group concluded they would like to have in writing that we are an unincorporated association and 

PM added that it would be useful to have a footnote to link to what an unincorporated association is, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

for clarity. 

The group discussed the term length for standard committee members and the number of students 

required on the Management Group. JW said it made sense to have only one student on the 

Management Group. 

PB thanked SF for the excellent nominations document he has put together.  

The SSS office will publish the various AGM documents on the website once finalised. 

 

ii. Preparing for 18-19 – plans, priorities and reporting 

SF talked through where we are, amidst budgeting. 

The staff team drew up the priorities for 18/19 at the recent Planning Week. Notes will be shared on 

Basecamp to then inform an operational plan for the year to come. 

SF asked if the group is happy with meetings plan as presented. Group are happy for the office to 

publish. SF asked all groups to consider other meetings that they have so they all slot together 

(example: development activity). The SSS office to firm up calendar by end June. 

 

 Research and Insight Activity 

British Active Students Survey - report  

The British Active Students Survey is now complete, and SF completed the headline one-page 

document- the results are very consistent with what we found the year before, but from a larger sample 

this year. PM said it is really interesting and valuable insight. 

Observatory in sport are engaged in our sector and keen to commission some research into key areas 

of our work. We will continue to build this relationship and stay close to what they’re doing.  

There is a desire to channel mental health questions in a survey via the Healthy Body Healthy Mind 

awards.  

 Guest slot- BUCS 

JM presented a BUCS Inter-Varsity Competitions Group update. 

BUCS feel they are not necessarily fit for purpose- they aren’t giving the most to their students. A 

group has been formed called the IVCWG to review BUCS competitions. In order to assist them, 

BUCS ran the BIG BUCS SURVEY, from which 5 types of motivations were identified, type 1 to type 

5. Type 1 is an aspiring professional, they plan their life around sport and are fully committed, 

conversely to a type 5 who will engage in sport sporadically, may do different sports summer and 

winter, will dip in and out. The next step for BUCS is to present their findings to NGBs. Jenny invited 

the group to read ‘building better competitions’ in their own time. The aim for BUCS is to better 

understand the priorities and objectives of each sport and of their membership, so as to be able to 

overlay them.  

JM presented the table of questions to be asking, which is student centric. To help with this, BUCS 

have collected data, helped by SSS. JM presented a table of the results- the master is England and 

Wales, there is a separate sheet for Scotland. JM showed the group the agenda for the meeting with 

NGBs. PM congratulated BUCS for this work. PM queries what the implications of the survey will be 

for Directors of Sport- if for example 4x4 volleyball is found to be valid and desired then Directors of 

sport will need to know about this as it will involve investment and decisions on their behalf. JM 

explained who would be invited to each conversation, saying it would depend on the sport and what 

the Chair and SAG thought- giving autonomy and responsibility back to the SAGs but striking a 
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balance as to who is doing what. NB asked what they would do if there was a conflict between groups- 

NGB, SAG and institution. JM reassured that 90% of members of SAGs are from member institutions 

so they should share the same views. PB thanked JM for her time in coming to present and sends 

best of luck for the meeting on Tuesday.  

 

8. AOCB 

Volunteering for SSS survey- PB requested that the remaining people please complete the survey so 

the discussion may be continued. 

PB thanked all those standing down from committee positions at the end of 17/18, notably JW. PB 

also thanked MC for her contribution to the team, MC has had such a massive impact over a large 

geographical sector and has been a joy to have around. Thanks to the SSS office for their continued. 

good work. Overall it has been a good year, though that is for the members to decide! A 

comprehensive thank you to all.  

 

9. Future Meetings 

The next meeting will be held in early July, with the newly elected students. 

 

  

10. Closing Remarks 

PB closed the meeting and once again thanked Jonny for hosting the meeting.   

Executive members were thanked for their efforts and input on the day; looking forward to Conference, 

then onto a new academic year.  

 

 

 

ACTION LIST  

Summary of Action Initials 

Publish AGM documents on website when finalised. SSS Office 

Firm up meeting calendar by end of June. SSS Office 

Read ‘Building Better Competitions’ document on Basecamp.  Executive Council 

  

  

  

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


